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ABSTRACT

Many present-day multimedia presentation systems utilise technologies such as JAVA applets/scripts, ASP, JSP, XML,
employed to cover advanced multi-level presentation requirements. These often suffer from technology-imposed
disadvantages, an example being the lack of content re-use in WWW settings. The development of a diverse range of
interactive educational, scientific and industrially-based multimedia systems is described in this paper. The goal is to
deliver comprehensive multimedia-system functionality over the WWW, using a single multi-purpose implementation,
and minimising the need for additional web-development work. Synchronisation of multiple data-types need to be
embraced, that include animations (here featuring simulation and experimental data), sound-streams (voice-over,
music), static images, and text fields. This rich data-domain addresses research-data, educational and public-awareness
content-levels. Each multimedia-system utilises a unique structure, described through a navigational-graph. This
facilitates multiple, interactive modes within a single implementation instance. Multimedia environments are utilised,
featuring such desirable characteristics as remote data-access, dynamic stream-handling and manipulation algorithms,
and case-based dynamically-adjustable interaction and frame-linking through conditional high-level scripting.
Multimedia-system linking is processed to create a higher-order master, multimedia system, encapsulating transition
between like-minded thematic multimedia systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION – DATA AND MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS (MMS)

Commercial presentation applications such as PowerPoint and StarOffice, do not offer consistent cross-
platform compatibility, provide little programmability, limited interactivity, and only support static WWW
delivery. Here, the diversity and complexity of data is extensive, as demonstrated through five multimedia
data-sets. It covers a wide range: from static educational content to more demanding presentation material,
reaching data-investigation level with “Contraction Flows” multimedia system (MMS) [M1, T1].
Researchers have recognised already the limitations of standard hyperlinks and HTML pages:
“Additionally, … interaction should be provided so that users cannot only navigate the requested
information space by clicking hyperlinks, but can also control the process of multimedia presentation” [J3].
Use of some established WWW technologies introduces implementation complexity, as they require further
programming to handle diverse media formats (JAVA), require high-level programming to implement
dynamic linking (JAVA scripts), or may require underlying database-like structures (ASP, JSP). Delivery
over a variety of media and automatic generation of various versions, for multiple computer-platforms, is
enabled through multimedia environments (MME), overcoming traditional software cross-system
incompatibilities (diverse colour-tables, stream coders/decoders, and image formats). The aim of this study
is the introduction of combined user-defined data-organisation, presentation and interaction paradigms,



using commercially available MME (such as Macromedia Director 8.0), under the guise of a consistent
interface across different operating systems. This may be delivered, both as a stand-alone system and over
the WWW. MMSs feature underlying graph structures (transparent to the user), used to organise the data
and specify interaction. Pre-programmed multiplexed presentation paths (similar to hyperlinks) aid
navigation through the complex data-domain, complementing the wide availability of interaction options,
and voice-over (VO) assists understanding of the science for non-experts. A data-oriented approach is
adopted, recognised by some as an important step in the development cycle [J1], in contrast to other
generalised data-independent approaches cited in the literature [J5, J6, J7]. The resultant MMSs are
versatile, reduce overall development time (single implementation exported in various forms for different
media), and feature advanced interaction over the WWW. They have been actively utilised before a wide
range of audiences, covering a variety of scientific and educational backgrounds.
Five multimedia case-studies featuring diverse data, underlying graphs, different presentation modes and
varied interaction techniques, are implemented utilising multimedia development tools and object-oriented
development methods [T1]. These cover wide presentation domains, from delivery of research-content to
educational and public-awareness levels. The first case-study is an educational film, that replaces a twenty
year-old cine-film on the subject matter of Rheology. It is actively being used for educational (university-
level courseware on Rheology,) and general public awareness purposes (industrial interest). This MM
presentation combined solid-modelling and experimental video footage, static slides, voice-over, music and
transitions, and is available in multiple media-format, including a pre-rendered, interactive WWW version
(Non-Newtonian Fluids [T4, M4]). The second case-study [M3] is centred around a published book and
associated lecture (see T1) on the history and development of rheology, a burgeoning scientific field of
today (History of Rheology), again of educational nature. This is a learned educational case-study,
implemented in a multimedia setting, where media voice-over streams, animations, static-slides and text,
may be streamed over the WWW and rendered dynamically. Passing to industrially-related case-studies,
Reverse Roller-Coating MMS [M5, T1] utilises advanced features of the MME, such as customised
scripting and non-linear linking, to allow for data-interaction, through a plethora of simulation results,
enabling parameter-adjustment for an industrial lacquer-coating process. Here, both steady-state and
temporal scenarios are investigated. The interactive version includes animations and static parameter-plots,
themselves used as menus to switch between settings. Dough-Kneading MMS [M2, T1] is a further
industrial-based case-study, involving large data sets, originating from experimental and simulation
processes. The menu-structure used (multi-menus) permits comparison between different settings by
default, enabling effortless and directed data-access, via comparison of interrelated data. Finally,
Contraction-Flows MMS [M1, T1], related to extrusion processes, is an implementation built to aid data-
evaluation and direct data-access. This is achieved through the underlying organisational graph that
interrelates the data [Figure 3]. Each case-study utilises different iconised options, relating directly to the
data. In addition, there are features incorporated, designed individually for each, to enhance data
comprehension. Content-enhancing features may be implemented with ease, within a frame-based MME.
There, animated or static data instances are programmed to respond upon user-selection, employing
scripting and evaluation rules. Operating over data in this manner abstracts the difficulties that are
introduced commonly with traditional presentation modes, relying upon non-dynamic links. Other desirable
characteristics of MME include their ability to handle large data-volumes, integrated programmability and
dynamic control over media-elements, that includes dynamic editing and rendering. Content delivery
through SHOCKWAVE [B1] technology enables the construction of scalable customised user-interfaces,
through a client-server implementation.

2. GRAPH-BASED REPRESENTATION

Customised data-interaction is utilised within each MMS, built upon individual case-based attributes. Data
presentation requirements are taken into account, and used to program a multi-menu structure. This is a
combined user-interface/interaction development construct, enabling appropriate graphical-options to be
selected by the user, and reduces navigation path-lengths [T1]. Navigation is compatible with the emerging
draft ISO-14915-2 international standard [S1], covering the complete range of navigation, control and
content-organisation, from linear to fully-connected and transient linking scenarios. Other pertinent
presentation requirements include issues relating to the target-audience. Characteristic examples are the



single or multiple “cruise-control” features, that enable ordered interaction through large volumes of data.
This would normally be accessed in a user-defined, non-ordered fashion. As the MMS structure is
connected using links between different frames, a graph-based approach is deemed appropriate to describe
the connectivity. The graphs, describing the MMS, may consist of multiple graph-entities, normally of
single type for each thematic section. Nodes at higher levels of tree-structures are indicated by darker
colour-shading, and all graphs employed here, possess some tree-like structure at different levels of
abstraction. Note, here, not all links are displayed, as this would overcomplicate image representation. For
example, in Contraction-Flows, each node is linked to the head-starting node. In addition, sub-graphs A and
B, each fully-connected, are also inter-connected (indicated by double-arrow), enabling interaction between
valid geometry-model choices. Graphs are utilised to describe data relationships, not only at the single-
MMS level, but also when multiple MMS are interconnected through external links. In this manner, higher-
order master-MMS (multiple MMS instances, linked under a non-networked environment) or super-MMS
structures (enabling linking over distributed systems) may be created, utilising content from multiple sub-
MMSs. The benefits to this approach can be found throughout each stage of development of the super-
MMS. Data-duplication and additional programming-effort is unnecessary, apart from frame-linking, that
again may be minimised via link inheritance. To the user, such issues are made transparent, being
unobtrusive upon passing from one presentation mode to another, to arrive at the data of interest. In WWW
navigational terms, this is similar to transcending from one HTML page to another, each with related data
content, but with different template characteristics and menus. Functionality is best expressed and realised
via graphs, optimisation being appreciated by minimising graph nodal-density. With “Dough-Kneading”
MMS, data-complexity is increased, and new aspects are introduced through data inter-relationship and
display. Alongside simulated data, experimental results are provided as comparatives. This demands
alternative data-organisation [Figure 1], departing from the tree-based structure. Geometrical mixer-design
is used to describe the central nodes of each cross-structure [T1]. Satellite nodes indicate sub-graphs (one
such sub-graph being represented within Figure 2) with side-options, such as fluid-type, speed of mixing,
various slices across the mixer-depth, and either rotation of stirrer or vessel. This is found to be an ideal
setting for data-interrogation. When considering this purpose for the Dough-Kneading MMS, one may
interact with the particular graph in numerous ways. To demonstrate this through an example, one may start
with a through-speed investigation, then move to speed variation, subsequently change the material and
view what effect this produces with speed variation, and finally relate features of the flow develop when
the stirrer is rotating, as opposed to the vessel rotating. The multi-menu icon embodies all such attributes.
This facilitates comparison, between parameter choices for a single geometry option, having assigned
vertical or horizontal-orientation and filled or part-filled context. One may also have direct access to related
parameter-settings for other sub-case option settings, these nodes being linked. This is implemented across
the whole MMS, enabling comparison at various levels (against stirrer-complexity, experimentation versus
simulation etc.). The power of this implementation is demonstrated when comparison across geometries
and other settings is performed. A side-effect of such an extensive linkage system, is that MMS
construction and presentation display becomes a non-trivial task. This is surmounted by providing
predetermined interaction paths, with specific allocated tours across the span of information. In this case,
multiple paths are implemented, using colour-coding to distinguish between the various alternatives.
Different levels of paths could, for example, include brief, exhaustive and elective path options.
Comparative presentation mode is demanded, likewise, for Contraction-Flows MMS. Here, data uniformity
enables effortless re-programming, utilising modular multi-menus to construct interaction links. A densely-
connected graph emerges, where access to a single data-instance, or combination, may be achieved within a
single step. The Contraction-Flows MMS generated is a powerful investigation tool for the particular data-
set, oriented towards data-evaluation. The graph structure here reflects two principal, fully-connected, sub-
graphs [Figure 3]: one relating to p-geometry options (p-choice, of four) and a second focussing on k-fluid-
model selection (k-choice, of five). Access below levels of sub-graph A or B, requires a visit to either B or
A, correspondingly first. Cross-combinations are offered and each sub-graph is inter-connected, providing
dual access navigational routes. Dynamic and static modes of data-display are adopted in parallel. Static
mode (not shown) may be accessed via slide-sorter palette-button options. Options C and D are
characteristic examples of additional slide-sorters featuring periphery data. Within the graph, different
representation through shading is used to indicate diverse content between node-subsets. MME handle the
multiple data instances efficiently, rendering combined data-streams within informative frames, appending
labels and multi-menu structure as required, while data-duplication is virtually removed. Object-oriented
menu-components are supported, reducing link re-programming to a minimum [T1]. End-results include:



consistent palette-representation across various operating-systems, case-based interaction, streaming with
data-compression, content re-use and automated WWW deployment. As such, modern tools are employed
to deliver data under an integrated environment, so that a single implementation may be exported over a
variety of platforms, without incurring degradation in functionality.

Figure 1. Characteristic graph-organisation, Dough-Kneading

Figure 2. Dough-Kneading; multi-menu instance (left); against characteristic sub-graph;

Figure 3. Characteristic graph-organisation, Contraction-Flows
Various contributions may be identified from the above discussion, when complex and diverse case-studies
are considered. The case-based approach enables customisation of interaction, used to enable parameter
adjustment, a desirable feature for multiple presentation-modes accommodated under a single
implementation. The notion and functionality of multi-menus is introduced, and their relationship to
underlying graphs. These aspects are presented under a single-system organisation, illustrating their use in
terms of WWW-based systems, ease of implementation, expandability and limitations. This current
approach may enable content-delivery and linking at a higher abstract level (super-MMS), multiplexed with
other related WWW-based content, not necessarily of the same format.

3. WEB CONTENT-DELIVERY

At the development level, factors that counteract against rapid content delivery lie in inconsistencies across
operating systems and computer platforms. This is manifest through colour-coding, picture-representation



and data-stream support. Conversely, efficient and consistent interactive content-delivery through
generalised implementation, may result in rapid system-development. This may be realised through MME
which address the above issues. In addition, linked data is supported at both local and remote locations, so
that web-content delivery, comprising of distributed data may be implemented efficiently, accessing
content from its original location. Network dependencies, such as connection speed and protocols used [J4,
J2] although of importance for system-usability, are not of primary concern within the current context.
Nevertheless, optimisation has been undertaken, using appropriate codecs and resolution. The MM
implementation is programmed to wait for content-delivery in the client-server paradigm, prior to data-
presentation. Stream re-use is implemented through SHOCKWAVE, often pre-loading streams that are
expected to be used subsequently. This imposes a ‘Quality of Service’ constraint at the MMS level [J2].
Interaction, is a highly-significant aspect, supported through the client-server model for data-access. Other
features, such as database-access, film-like transitions, on-screen character animations and stream-
synchronisation, combine to furnish high-grade functionality to the MMS. Using MME, a single MMS
implementation can be exported to a variety of web-based formats, replicating original functionality. This
may be achieved practically by exporting the MMS as a JAVA applet – (compiled or source), or most
preferably in SHOCKWAVE format, enabling full MMS-functionality. In addition, visual and audio-
streaming complexity subject to network threshold may be controlled by the developer. This aids content-
distribution to lower-bandwidth and representation-level mobile devices, say over wireless networks. The
benefit in the MME approach, is that from a single implementation viewpoint, multi-platform presentations
can be generated automatically. This is true, even when data is distributed across remote servers. In
addition, pre-transferred cast-members may be re-used, hence avoiding data-replication. The client-server
model, by definition, allows for automated communication between both client and server. The user-
interface is implemented in a frame-based manner, where a single frame-instance is presented at the client-
end (a single graph-node), providing multiple link-path-options (to other nodes). User-interaction triggers
further frames to be requested from the server, and delivered to the client. This differs markedly from the
static representation of PPT, where a single fixed presentation path is available. At the development-level,
static links may be enriched with dynamic programming, to meet the presentation-needs in hand.
Interaction is facilitated through dynamically adjustable links, based on conditional clauses, manifest in
intelligent MMS response. At the user-level, the system is imbued with intelligent interaction, in contrast to
traditional fixed frame-linking. The MM approach enables rich, synchronised content-delivery,
accompanied with additional implementation features such as “cruise-control”. As a consequence, a single
environment emerges covering multiple-presentation dictates.

4. MULTIMEDIA-LEVEL CONTENT-LINKING

A new development is content-linking over multiple levels. This involves linking between various different
implementations: for example, HTML pages, other frames within the one implementation, the top-level of
other MMS, and to specific locations within a single MMS. This introduces the concept of a super- or
master-MMS, in a manner similar to that of HTML-linking. In addition, these connections can be described
through graphs, enhancing the generality of representation and gravitating to increasingly more complex
structures. Various linking methods may be utilised. These include an HTML method, where normal links
point to top-level MMS access. Alternatively, appropriate links within the MMS allow for specific
locations to be reached within the target MMS. Below, Lingo code-segments are provided, that are used to
link individual MMS instances (referred to as “movies”):
go to movie "Dough-MMS.dir"
Result: loads and executes the Dough-Mixing MMS from the start.
go to frame 1200 of movie "Dough-MMS.dir"
Result: loads and executes the Dough-Mixing MMS from the 1200th frame.
go to "begin" of movie "Dough-MMS.dir"
Result: loads and executes the Dough-Mixing MMS from the marker named “begin”
The above code can contain links to data at specific Internet locations. Here, flexibility is evident. The first
two linking choices can be related to standard HTML page-linking, to the start of page, or to specific user-
defined locations. A key advantage lies with the third option. Here, by knowing only the appropriate
“marker” name, one may link to an MMS. That is, without knowing further detail about the target-MM
internal structure, or having access to its development version. The MM implementation of a WWW page



of the Institute of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics (http://innfm.swan.ac.uk/) utilises these techniques,
combined with database access to dynamically-built and streamed pages, relating to the above case-studies.
The data for each case-study (text, image and animation path-links) are stored in a standard “Microsoft
Access” database. An HTML-based two-frame structure is utilised, displaying two HTML windows, each
with left and centrally-located frame components. The left-frame displays a dynamically-linked set of
options (to the database); the central-frame contains a default MMS menu over case-studies. Upon user-
selection (using left or central-frame menu), the database is queried, returning the corresponding links.
These links are used dynamically to retrieve and display the appropriate case-study data in the central-
window of the MMS. The generality of this frame-linking method and the multiple hybrid combinations
between heterogeneous WWW implementations (HTML, frames, JAVA, MMS, Links, TCP/IP file access,
SQL queries, ASP pages, MMS accessed from HTML links, HTML pages accessed from MMS), renders
these MM tools both versatile and powerful. Previous implementations may be re-used, alongside fresh
versions. This complements the content with advanced interactive and content-linking features, whilst
minimising re-programming. Other interaction paradigms would necessitate the integration of content
under a single-MMS, generating data-duplication. Ideally, this should be avoided.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Development and deployment of highly-interactive content over the WWW may be significantly advanced
through the use of MME. Further, combined interactive features, not found in traditional WWW
implementations, have been introduced to enhance WWW system-functionality. This is embodied in a wide
range of diverse case-studies, featuring incremental complexity levels in terms of volume-content and
usability. The increasing availability of high-bandwidth and stream-compression/decompression
algorithms, together with data re-use, has spurned MM-presentations imbued with higher-order interaction.
This is deployed consistently and over a variety of platforms. It necessitates comprehensive multimedia
level implementation. This would normally be distributed via high-density storage media, as a consequence
of the large data quantities. Hybrid systems may be constructed that enable gradual transition to these
higher, functionality-level, MMS.
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